
 

 

Honors Project:  A Statement of Expectations 
Purdue University Fort Wayne  

Honors Program 

 

Completion of the Purdue University Fort Wayne Honors Project and public presentation 

of it provide capstone educational experiences for Honors Program students. Engagement 

with the project offers students who possess initiative, intellectual maturity, and 

commitment to scholarship the opportunity for a rich educational experience, one in 

which they will synthesize information learned over the course of their academic careers 

with independent investigation and thought on a topic of their choice.  The honors project 

may cross disciplines to incorporate other interests and experiences. Work on the project 

should offer honors students a satisfying intellectual opportunity that will prepare them 

for graduate or professional study and provide a significant career credential.  

 

The honors project will produce either a thesis or a creative project reflecting substantial 

scholarship.  All honors projects will include a written component.  The completed 

project will demonstrate students’ skills through the accurate and correct use of language, 

the clear presentation of concepts, and the logical organization and development of ideas.  

The completed project will also demonstrate how well students apply research and 

analytical skills appropriate to their chosen discipline and to the undergraduate level of 

inquiry.  The project will move beyond mere summary of current research in a field and 

will include students’ own critical and creative thought. 

 

The honors project should investigate a question that places the topic historically, 

reviews relevant literature, and arrives in a substantiated way at a conclusion, 

interpretation, or resolution.  The project may take the form of creative work that 

demonstrates imagination and originality, in addition to craftsmanship and 

professionalism in production.  Public presentation of a creative project should presume a 

multi disciplinary audience. 

 

Although the rewards of working in close intellectual contact with faculty mentors and of 

organizing and completing independent work can be great, honors students should be 

aware of the demands of the undertaking.  Successful completion of a project of value 

and quality requires a significant expenditure of time and, perhaps, resources.   

  



Honors Project Process Overview for Mentors 
 

The role of the mentor for an honors student’s project is that of an undergraduate thesis 

director.  Along with an external reviewer and a liaison from the Honors Program 

Council, the mentor will form the evaluation committee for the student’s project.  

Because the mentor has expertise in the subject of the project, the Council will give the 

mentor’s views special consideration throughout the evaluation process. 

 

The honors project has two required components: a written component and an oral 

presentation.  As a part of the presentation certain projects may also require a 

performance, demonstration, etc.  Please note that there are important deadlines and 

required items (in bold) that must be completed before the Honors Program Council may 

approve the project.  The evaluation committee is not obligated to consider projects until 

such items are completed. 

  

The Purdue University Fort Wayne Honors Program offers below a list of steps the 

mentor should follow: 

 

1. Work with the student in selecting and exploring topics for research.  The mentor 

and the student should decide whether or not this project is to be completed for 

credit. (Past experience suggests that having a designated time (like an 

independent study) for doing the bulk of the project works better for most 

students, than doing the work in “one’s spare time.”) 

 

2. Help the student outline goals and methods appropriate to the chosen project.  The 

student will develop a project proposal based on the goals and methods. Together, 

the mentor and student should establish a timeline for the completion of the 

project.   

 

3. Complete mentor’s statement.  This document will clearly and succinctly explain 

why the project is worthy of honors credit and how this project provides a unique 

challenge for the student.  If the project is being done for credit, this document 

will also explain how the work will be evaluated and provide the criteria to be 

used for the final grade.  Please note that the course grade is not linked to the 

evaluation of the project by the Council.   

 

4. The packet consisting of the mentor’s statement, project proposal and Honors 

Project Proposal Form, should be assembled.  Upon approval by the mentor and 

the student, the student should send the packet to the Honors Center. The Honors 

Program Director will assign an Honors Program Council Liaison and invite an 

External Reviewer to complete the student’s Honors Project Committee. (The 

director may ask for a meeting with the student and her/his mentor to clarify some 

points about the project and discuss options for an External Reviewer.) 

 

 



5.  Meet with other Honors Project Committee Members and the student.  At 

this meeting: 

a. Committee members will provide feedback based on the council’s 

consideration of the proposal; 

b. the group will establish times and means of future contact with all 

concerned; 

c. the group will establish the roles and responsibilities of members of the 

committee; 

d. the evaluation committee will establish and distribute to everyone the 

criteria for evaluation of the project;  

e. the group will clarify the process for reviewing the polished draft (i.e., 

who forwards the draft to whom?)   

6. Continue guiding the student until completion of the project and the oral 

presentation. 

 

7. Approve the written component of the project. (The deadlines for submitting the 

final written component can be negotiated within the constraints of the university-

wide deadlines.)    

 

8. Attend the oral presentation. 

 

9. After the presentation, the evaluation committee will meet (in person or virtually) 

and recommend that the project be accepted, rejected or amended by the Honors 

Program Council.  If amendments are recommended, a deadline for resubmission 

will also be established.  The mentor should continue working with the student 

and the liaisons, as needed.  Amended projects will be resubmitted to the 

evaluation committee, who will submit their recommendation to the Program 

Council.  The Council will then make a final decision on the project. 

 

10. The mentor will be informed in writing of the Council’s decision concerning the 

honors project. 

  



Honors Project Process Overview for Students 
 

The Honors Project has two required components: a written component and an oral 

presentation.  As a part of the presentation certain projects may also require a 

performance, demonstration, etc.  Please note that there are important deadlines and 

required items that must be completed before the Honors Program Council may approve 

the project. 

 

We suggest that you begin your project at least one semester before you intend to present 

it. Starting to think about the project in the fall of your junior year and having the 

proposal and committee finalized by the spring of your junior year works particularly 

well.    

 

The Purdue University Fort Wayne Honors Program offers below a list of steps and 

deadlines you should follow on your way toward completion of the honors project 

 

1. Explore topics and questions you wish to pursue, and select a Purdue University 

Fort Wayne faculty mentor who can guide you through your research or artistic 

process.  At this time, it is necessary to decide with the mentor whether or not the 

project is to be completed for credit. 

 

2. In conjunction with your mentor, outline goals and methods appropriate to your 

chosen project and set a timeline.  Based on the outline, write your proposal. 

 

3. Ask your mentor to complete the mentor’s statement. 

 

4. Fill out a Project Proposal Form, and attach your proposal and the mentor’s 

statement.  After you and your mentor have both approved this packet, send it to 

the Honors Center.  At this time, an Honors Program staff member will evaluate 

whether you have met program certificate requirements, and the results will be 

sent to you in writing.  It is important to note that this audit indicates your status 

to date, but it does not imply that you are cleared for graduation.  Honors Program 

Director will appoint a member of the Honors Program Council as a liaison and 

select another faculty member as your External Reviewer.  Your Faculty Mentor, 

your External Reviewer, and your HPC Liaison will be your Honors Project 

Committee.    

 

5. Arrange to meet with your committee.    At this meeting: 

a. Committee members will provide feedback based on the council’s 

consideration of the proposal; 

b. the group will establish times and means of future contact with all 

concerned; 

c. the group will establish the roles and responsibilities of members of the 

committee; 

d. the evaluation committee will establish and distribute to everyone the 

criteria for evaluation of the project;  



e. the group will clarify the process for reviewing the polished draft (i.e., 

who forwards the draft to whom?)   

6. Continue to pursue your research and write a draft of your paper. (It is really 

important to stay in touch with your committee to make sure they are aware of 

your progress.) 

 

7. Submit your polished draft to your mentor and liaisons as established in 5e.  

Feedback and revision continue, as necessary. 

 

8. The Honors Showcase dates will be announced at the start of the academic year 

(one in the fall (early December) and one in the spring (early April).  (You must 

present at the Honors Showcase.) 

 

9. Submit your final (written) project to your evaluation committee and the Honors 

Center for distribution to the rest of the Honors Program Council.    

 

10. Give your (oral) presentation.  (Note that the audience is presumed to be a 

general, academic one.) 

 

11. After the presentation, the evaluation committee will meet and recommend that 

the project be accepted, rejected or amended by the Honors Program Council.  If 

amendments are sought, the student will be required to respond to the evaluation 

committee by the set deadline.  Submit your amended project to the evaluation 

committee, who will submit their recommendation to the Council.  The Council 

will then make a final decision on the project. 

 

12. You will be informed in writing of the Council’s decision. 

 

 

 


